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international, open access journal which 
provides an advanced forum for studies 
related to mathematics, physics and 
chemistry and is published quarterly 
online by MDPI. The journal welcomes all 
related studies within the scope, whether 
they be original research articles, 
reviews, communications, perspectives, 
opinions and protocols.
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Aims
Foundations encourage scientists to submit 
their high-quality research work related to 
mathematics, physics and chemistry. Our 
aim is to provide an advanced forum for 
scientists to share their research or ideas 
to promote the innovation of fundamental 
research related to natural sciences and 
high technologies.



Scope
Mathematical Sciences
 - Algebra and Geometry;
 - Computational Mathematics;
 - Difference and Differential Equations;
 - Dynamical Systems;
 - Engineering Mathematics;
 - Financial Mathematics;
 - Functional Integration;
 - Fuzzy Set Theory;
 - Mathematical Physics;
 - Mathematics and Computer Science;
 - Network Science;
 - Probability and Statistics Theory;
 - Theoretical and Mathematical Ecology;

Physical Sciences
 - Classical mechanics and 

electrodynamics;
 - Quantum mechanics;
 - Atomic, molecular, and optical physics;
 - Physics of plasmas and gases;
 - Condensed matter physics;
 - Nuclear physics;
 - Physics of elementary particles and 

fields;
 - Astronomy and astrophysics (including 

cosmology);
 - Interdisciplinary physics;

Chemical Sciences
 - Analytics and Detection;
 - Astrochemistry;
 - Bioinorganics;
 - Biological and Natural Products;
 - Catalysis;
 - Crystallography;
 - Electrochemistry;
 - Green and Environmental Chemistry;
 - Inorganic Materials and Polymers;
 - Medicinal Chemistry;
 - Photochemistry and Photophysics;
 - Radiochemistry;
 - Supramolecular Chemistry;
 - Theoretical Chemistry.

Author Benefits
Open Access
Unlimited and free access for readers

No Copyright Constraints
Retain copyright of your work and free use 
of your article

Thorough Peer-Review

Discounts on Article Processing Charges 
(APC)
If you belong to an institute that participates 
with the MDPI Institutional Open Access 
Program

No Space Constraints, No Extra Space or 
Color Charges
No restriction on the maximum length of the 
papers, number of figures or colors

Rapid Publication
A first decision is provided to authors 
approximately 23 days after submission; 
acceptance to publication is undertaken 
in 4.6 days (median values for papers 
published in this journal in the second half 
of 2023)
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